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Shooting Star is a novel by Karl Sabbagh that tells the story of a young boy
named Tommy who discovers a shooting star in his backyard. The novel
explores the themes of friendship, family, and the power of imagination.

Tommy is a lonely boy who lives with his aunt and uncle. He has no friends
and spends most of his time playing by himself in the backyard. One night,
Tommy sees a shooting star fall from the sky and land in his backyard. He
follows the star and finds it lying in the grass. The star is still warm and
glows with a faint light.

Tommy picks up the star and takes it inside his house. He shows it to his
aunt and uncle, but they don't believe him. They tell him that shooting stars
are not real and that he must have imagined it.

Tommy is disappointed that his aunt and uncle don't believe him, but he
decides to keep the star anyway. He puts it in a jar and keeps it on his
bedside table. Every night, Tommy looks at the star and it reminds him of
the night he found it. The star becomes a symbol of hope and friendship for
Tommy.

One day, Tommy is playing in the backyard when he meets a new girl
named Sally. Sally is also lonely and doesn't have any friends. Tommy tells
Sally about the shooting star and she believes him. They become friends
and spend every day playing together in the backyard.

One night, Tommy and Sally are playing in the backyard when they see the
shooting star again. The star falls from the sky and lands in the same spot
where Tommy found it before. Tommy and Sally follow the star and find it
lying in the grass. The star is still warm and glows with a faint light.



Tommy and Sally pick up the star and take it inside Tommy's house. They
show it to Tommy's aunt and uncle, but they still don't believe them. Tommy
and Sally are disappointed, but they decide to keep the star anyway. They
put it in a jar and keep it on Tommy's bedside table. Every night, Tommy
and Sally look at the star and it reminds them of the night they found it. The
star becomes a symbol of hope, friendship, and the power of imagination.

Shooting Star is a heartwarming story about friendship, family, and the
power of imagination. The novel is beautifully written and the characters
are well-developed. The novel is perfect for children of all ages.

About the Author

Karl Sabbagh is a children's author and illustrator. He has written over 20
books for children,
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Complete Guide to Using Yoga With Kids:
Benefits, Tips, and Poses
Yoga is an ancient practice that has been shown to have many benefits
for both adults and children. Yoga can help improve flexibility, strength,
balance, and coordination. It...
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